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Biographies

Brian Fisher- He is the Editor of “Noise” and 
started in January of 2006.  Talks alot about 
the internet and how every thing is.

Alexander Scott- Works for spartanedge.
com.  This magazine comes out every Wednesday. 
He started the popular blog in October.

Sgt Jay Paupard- He has worked as a 
detective for 6 years and started police work 
in 1991.  He works closely..

Principal Jim Bannan- He is a principle of 
Henry Ford High School and has alot of 
experience with students.. 

Kris Tunner- He has worked with the 
state news for 3 years and uses blogs and 
newspapers everyday.
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Blogging 101
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A&QHow do blogs effect you?
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Sgt. Jay Paupard-            “It helps us 
try to keep kids  safe from sexual 
preditorsn and can keep track 
of stalkers activities. we want to 
keep kids safe and out of trouble 
so they will be happy later on.”
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“Blogs now
Sgt. Jay Paupard

are the flavor
of the week”

blogging
x
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“It helps us try to keep kids  safe 
from sexual preditorsn and can 
keep track of stalkers act.”

he said, we said...
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How do blogs effect you?


